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Background: Endocrine disrupting chemicals (EDCs) contribute to the etiology of metabolic disorders such as
obesity, insulin resistance and hepatic dysfunction. Concern is growing about the consequences of perinatal EDC
exposure on disease predisposition later in life. Metabolomics are promising approaches for studying long-term
consequences of early life EDC exposure. These approaches allow for the identification and characterization of
biomarkers of direct or ancestral exposures that could be diagnostic for individual susceptibility to disease and
help to understand mechanisms through which EDCs act.
Objectives: We sought to identify metabolomic fingerprints in mice ancestrally exposed to the model obesogen
tributyltin (TBT), to assess whether metabolomics could discriminate potential trans-generational susceptibility
to obesity and recognize metabolic pathways modulated by ancestral TBT exposure.
Methods: We used non-targeted 1H NMR metabolomic analyses of plasma and liver samples collected from male
and female mice ancestrally exposed to TBT in two independent transgenerational experiments in which F3 and
F4 males became obese when challenged with increased dietary fat.
Results: Metabolomics confirmed transgenerational obesogenic effects of environmentally relevant doses of TBT
in F3 and F4 males, in two independent studies. Although females never became obese, their specific metab
olomic fingerprint evidenced distinct transgenerational effects of TBT in female mice consistent with impaired
capacity for liver biotransformation.
Discussion: This study is the first application of metabolomics to unveil the transgenerational effects of EDC
exposure. Very early, significant changes in the plasma metabolome were observed in animals ancestrally
exposed to TBT. These changes preceded the onset of obesogenic effects elicited by increased dietary fat in the
TBT groups, and which ultimately resulted in significant changes in the liver metabolome. Development of
metabolomic fingerprints could facilitate the identification of individuals carrying the signature of ancestral
obesogen exposure that might increase their susceptibility to other risk factor such as increased dietary fat.
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1. Introduction
39.8% of the U.S. population was estimated to be clinically obese
with the burden falling disproportionately on African-American and

Hispanic populations. ~47% of African- and Hispanic Americans are
obese including >50% of women (Hales et al., 2017). Latest estimates
from the WHO for European Union countries indicate that 30–70% of
adults are overweight, and 10–30% obese (World Health Organization,
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2020). Positive energy balance and genetics are commonly ascribed as
primary causes of obesity. However, those factors only explain part of
the cases (Locke et al., 2015; Ludwig et al., 2018). Since obesity and
related diseases are very costly to society, impair quality of life and have
many psychological consequences in addition to physical disabilities,
identifying all the factors that predispose individuals to obesity and the
mechanisms through which these factors act is a critical challenge that
must be overcome to reverse the worldwide growth of obesity.
A growing body of evidence shows that environmental endocrinedisrupting chemicals (EDCs) may play an important role in the current
obesity trends (reviewed in Heindel and Blumberg, 2019). EDCs are
exogenous chemicals that interfere with the function of natural hor
mones and therefore, can lead to various endocrine diseases such as
cancer and reproductive dysfunction (Gore et al., 2015; Zoeller et al.,
2012). Obesogens are a subset of EDCs that contribute to weight gain
and obesity by altering the number, size and/or function of white adi
pocytes, the production and/or function of thermogenic brown and
beige/brite adipocytes, adipocyte homeostasis, the control of appetite
and satiety or metabolic setpoints of the organisms (reviewed in Heindel
and Blumberg, 2019). Examples of obesogens include organotins such as
tributyltin (TBT), dibutyltin (DBT) and triphenyltin (TPT) (ChamorroGarcia et al., 2018; Grun et al., 2006; Kanayama et al., 2005; Li et al.,
2011; Milton et al., 2017; Shoucri et al., 2018), bisphenols such as
bisphenol A (BPA), halogenated BPA analogs (Riu et al., 2014), dieth
ylstilbestrol (Newbold et al., 2009) and dichlorodiphenyltrichloro
ethane (DDT) (Cano-Sancho et al., 2017; Skinner et al., 2013). However,
the mechanisms through which most obesogens act, in vivo, largely
remain unclear.
TBT activates both the 9-cis retinoic acid receptor (RXR) and
peroxisome proliferator activated receptor gamma (PPARγ) (Grun et al.,
2006; Kanayama et al., 2005; Li et al., 2011). These nuclear receptors act
as a heterodimer that is required for the commitment (Shoucri et al.,
2017) and terminal differentiation of white adipocytes, respectively
(Tontonoz and Spiegelman, 2008). PPARγ was also demonstrated to be a
target for halogenated bisphenols (Riu et al., 2014). Multipotent
mesenchymal stromal stem cells (MSCs) and murine 3T3-L1 pre
adipocytes induced to differentiate into adipocytes by exposure to TBT
generated dysfunctional adipocytes with increased expression of proinflammatory markers, low levels of the metabolically healthy adipo
kine adiponectin, decreased capability for glucose uptake (Regnier et al.,
2015; Shoucri et al., 2018) and impaired ability to undergo “browning”
into beige/brite adipocytes (Kim et al., 2018; Shoucri et al., 2018).
In vivo studies in rodents showed that adult exposure to TBT led to
non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) in males. In parallel, an
alteration in the hypothalamus-pituitary–gonadal axis in females (Sena
et al., 2017; Zuo et al., 2011), was consistent with an overall alteration
of the endocrine system. In utero TBT exposure resulted in increased fat
storage, non-alcoholic fatty liver and a bias of MSCs toward the adipo
genic pathway at the expense of the bone pathway in the offspring
(Chamorro-Garcia et al., 2013; Chamorro-Garcia et al., 2018; Grun et al.,
2006; Kirchner et al., 2010; Watt and Schlezinger, 2015; Watt et al.,
2018). Interestingly, effects of prenatal TBT exposure were transmitted
to subsequent generations. The phenotype was observed in F1 and F2
generations (which were directly exposed to TBT) and also in F3 and F4
generations that were not directly exposed to TBT, an example of
transgenerational inheritance (Chamorro-Garcia et al., 2013; ChamorroGarcia et al., 2017). Targeted plasma analyses showed that (F3-F4) male
mice ancestrally exposed to TBT had increased leptin levels, whereas
other hormones involved in metabolic regulation such as adiponectin,
ghrelin or insulin were unchanged (Chamorro-Garcia et al., 2017).
In vivo evidence of the impact of obesogens on selected biochemical
parameters is a necessary prerequisite to assess the metabolic effects of
these compounds, but targeted analyses are limited in their ability to
unravel mechanisms of action or to unveil early biomarkers of effects.
Information obtained from targeted analyses does not extensively
examine the metabolomic profile of individuals; therefore, it is

inherently incomplete and insufficient to identify shifts in biochemical
pathways responsible for metabolic modulation.
Non-targeted metabolomics based on spectral nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) and/or mass spectrometry (MS) analyses allows the
study of hundreds of endogenous and exogenous small metabolites and
lipids in biological samples. Combined with multivariate statistical an
alyses, non-targeted metabolomics enables the unbiased identification
of “discriminant” endogenous metabolites that significantly vary in their
concentration levels according to exposure conditions and constitute a
“metabolic fingerprint” of exposure and its effects. Combined with sys
tems biology (bioinformatics), metabolomics also paves the way for the
modeling of functional metabolic networks, allowing a better under
standing of pathways involved in metabolic modulation consequent to
EDC exposure. Metabolomics may contribute to the early diagnosis of
human disease (Emwas et al., 2013). For our studies, a necessary first
step is the unambiguous demonstration of a lasting impact of obesogen
exposure on metabolism.
We pioneered the use of metabolomics in the field of EDC science, by
demonstrating that the metabolome of mice born from dams exposed to
low doses of BPA during gestation/lactation was significantly and
durably impaired in the F1 generation (Cabaton et al., 2013). Charac
teristic “metabolomic fingerprints” were apparent in whole body ex
tracts of newborns and later in specific tissues such as the liver and the
brain (Cabaton et al., 2013; Zalko et al., 2016). Perinatal effects of BPA
in rats were also examined over a longer period (up to 200 days),
demonstrating the possibility to characterize long lasting metabolic ef
fects of this model EDC, despite physiological and metabolic changes
connected with sexual maturation and aging (Cabaton et al., 2013;
Tremblay-Franco et al., 2015).
In addition to TBT, other chemicals such as DDT, BPA, phthalates or
hydrocarbons present in jet fuel can also induce transgenerational
obesity in rodents (Manikkam et al., 2013; Skinner et al., 2013; Tracey
et al., 2013). Since most of these chemicals are not PPARγ or RXR ac
tivators, they likely act through other mechanisms to impair metabolic
regulation leading to obesity. Since the metabolomics profiles of animals
ancestrally exposed to candidate obesogens had never been studied in
depth, it was unknown whether metabolomics could be used to unveil
the transgenerational effects of EDCs.
Here we show for the first time, results of non-targeted 1H NMR
metabolomic analyses of plasma and liver samples collected from mice
ancestrally exposed to TBT. Samples were obtained from two indepen
dent transgenerational studies denoted as T2 and T3. T2 was a pilot
metabolomic experiment based on plasma samples collected during our
previously published study, which demonstrated that exposing mouse
dams during pregnancy and lactation to a 50 nM TBT dose led to
transgenerational obesity in F4 generation males without additional
exposure (Chamorro-Garcia et al., 2017). T3, detailed in this study,
focused on the effects of ancestral prenatal exposure to TBT (5 or 50 nM)
on the metabolome, studied in the F3 generation using a protocol spe
cifically designed to integrate the generation of plasma and liver sam
ples for metabolomic analyses. We also analyzed the effect of increased
dietary fat challenge on the metabolome of these ancestrally TBTexposed animals.
2. Methods
2.1. Animals
C57BL/6J mice were purchased from the Jackson Laboratory (Sac
ramento, CA) and housed in micro-isolator cages in a temperaturecontrolled room (21–22 ◦ C) with a 12 h light/dark cycle. Water and
food were provided ad libitum unless otherwise indicated. Animals were
treated humanely and with regard for alleviation of suffering. All pro
cedures conducted in this study were approved by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of California, Irvine.
At the moment of euthanasia, each mouse was assigned a code, known
2
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only to a lab member not involved in the dissection process. All tissue
harvesting was performed with the dissector blinded to which groups
the animals belonged.

composition were measured weekly as previously described (ChamorroGarcia et al., 2017). Same diets were used for T2 but the exposure
occurred at different ages as indicated in Table 1.

2.1.1. Pilot experiment – TBT transgenerational experiment 2 (T2)
We performed a pilot experiment with samples isolated from an
already published TBT transgenerational study designated as “T2′′
(Chamorro-Garcia et al., 2017). Dams were exposed to the treatments
via drinking water for 7 days prior to conception, throughout pregnancy
and lactation. Treatments were removed at weaning, 21 days after birth.
Blood plasma was isolated from F4 generation animals whose F0 dams
were exposed to 50 nM TBT or DMSO vehicle (control animals)
throughout pregnancy and lactation, at 8 and 33 weeks of age (before
and after the exposure to a diet challenge), and was processed as pre
viously described (Table 1, Chamorro-Garcia et al., 2017). Detailed
group sizes are provided in Fig. 3 legend.

2.2. Chemicals (1H NMR spectroscopy)
Methanol and dichloromethane were purchased from Scharlau SL
(Sentmenat, Spain), deuterium oxide (D2O) and sodium 3-trimethylsilyl2,2,3,3-tetradeuteriopropionate (TSP) from Eurisotop (Saint-Aubin,
France). Ultrapure water was produced using a Milli-Q system (Milli
pore, Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines, France).
2.3. Sample preparation for 1H NMR spectroscopy
Plasma samples: after thawing at 4 ◦ C and vortexing, 100 µL plasma
was mixed with 150 µL phosphate buffer (0.2 M; pH 7.0) prepared in
D2O and containing 1 mM TSP. Each sample was vortexed and centri
fuged for 15 min at 5000 g and 4 ◦ C, then 200 µL aliquots were trans
ferred to standard 3 mm NMR tubes.
Liver samples: extraction procedure was derived from the method
described by Beckonert et al. (Beckonert et al., 2007) using methanol/
dichloromethane/water. Liver samples (100 mg) were homogenized in
methanol (400 µL) and ultrapure water (85 µL) using a tissue homoge
nizer Fastprep-24 (MP Biomedicals, Irvine, CA, USA). 200 µL of
dichloromethane were then added to the samples. After vortexing, 200
µL of dichloromethane were added to the samples. Samples were left on
ice for 15 min, then centrifuged at 5000 g for 15 min at 4 ◦ C. The upper
phase containing polar metabolites was removed and dried before being
reconstituted in 600 µL phosphate buffer (0.2 M; pH 7.0) prepared in
D2O and containing 1 mM TSP. Samples were then transferred into 5 mm
NMR tubes.

2.1.2. Main experiment – TBT transgenerational experiment 3 (T3)
For this new transgenerational experiment, denoted as T3; we pur
chased 45 male and 90 female C57BL/6 J mice at 7 weeks of age. Female
mice (30 females per treatment group) were randomly assigned to the
different F0 treatment groups and exposed via drinking water to 5 nM
TBT (“TBT5′′ group), 50 nM TBT (”TBT50′′ group) or 0.1% DMSO
vehicle (all of which were diluted in 0.5% carboxymethyl cellulose in
water to maximize solubility), for 7 days prior to mating, and was
maintained throughout pregnancy (Table 1). Treatments were removed
at birth. These TBT concentrations were chosen based on our previous
studies (Chamorro-Garcia et al., 2013; Chamorro-Garcia et al., 2017;
Chamorro-Garcia et al., 2018) and are fifty and five times lower than the
established no observed adverse effect level (NOAEL), respectively (Vos
et al., 1990). Chemicals were administered to the dams throughout
pregnancy. Sires were never directly exposed to the treatment. No sta
tistically significant differences were observed in the number of pups or
the sex ratio per litter among the different groups (Suppl. Table 1).
From each generation, we randomly chose only 1 male and 1 female
per litter for endpoint analysis and another 1 male and 2 females per
litter for breeding to produce the next generation. To randomize the
breeding process as much as possible, we did not breed siblings and did
not breed females from the same litter with the same male. Control
animals were bred to each other and TBT-exposed animals were bred to
each other. Animals were subjected to the diet challenge and used for
metabolomics analyses. F3 animals were fasted overnight prior to
euthanasia at 8 weeks or 28 weeks of age (before and after diet chal
lenge, respectively). Blood was isolated by cardiac puncture into a
heparinized syringe and treated with protease inhibitors as previously
described (Chamorro-Garcia et al., 2017). Livers were isolated, flashfrozen in liquid nitrogen and kept at − 80 ◦ C until analyses. Detailed
group sizes are provided in figure legends.
Diet challenge: T3 animals from both control and treatment groups
were maintained on a standard diet (SD) (PicoLab 5053; 24.5% KCal
from protein, 13.1% KCal from fat, and 62.3% KCal from carbohydrates)
from weaning onward. On week 12, the diet was changed to a higher-fat
diet (HFD) (PicoLab 5058; 23% KCal from protein, 21.6% KCal from fat,
and 55.2% KCal from carbohydrates) for 8 weeks, then the diet was
switched back to the SD for 8 further weeks. Body weight and body

2.4.

Pilot experiment (T2)

Complete experiment (T3)

In utero & lactation
DMSO, 50 nM TBT
F4
19
25
33
4h

In utero
DMSO, 5 nM TBT, 50 nM TBT
F3
12
20
28
Overnight (~16 h)

H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) analyses

All 1H NMR spectra were acquired at 300 K on a Bruker Avance III
HD spectrometer operating at 600.13 MHz (Bruker Biospin, Rheinstet
ten, Germany), equipped with an autosampler and an inverse
1 13 15 31
H- C- N- P cryoprobe. For plasma samples, 1H NMR spectra were
acquired using the Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) spin-echo pulse
sequence with presaturation, with a total spin-echo delay of 240 ms to
attenuate broad signals from macromolecules. For liver aqueous ex
tracts, 1H NMR spectra were recorded using the noesypr1d (TOPSPIN
version 3.2, Bruker Biospin) pulse sequence for water suppression and a
mixing time of 100 ms. For all spectra, a total of 128 transients were
collected into 32 k data points using a spectral width of 20 ppm, a
relaxation delay of 2 s and an acquisition time of 1.36 s. All free in
duction decays were then multiplied by an exponential function with a
line broadening factor of 0.3 Hz prior to Fourier transform. All spectra
were referenced to the chemical shift of TSP (δ 0.0 ppm). Metabolite
assignments of NMR signals were performed using 1D & 2D NMR ex
periments (1H-1H homonuclear Correlation SpectroscopY (COSY), and
1 13
H- C Single Quantum Coherence spectroscopy (HSQC)) by matching
the recorded signals with NMR spectral databases (MetaboHub Peak
Forest database v2.0.4, https://metabohub.peakforest.org/webapp/;
Human Metabolome Database (HMDB), https://hmdb.ca/).
With the CPMG NMR sequence, the broad resonances from proteins
were attenuated, but lipids were still visible due to their long T2.
Chemical shift depends on the chemical environment of the proton, and
protons of similar molecules give signals with close chemical shifts.
Lipid species contain many long chain fatty acids. Thus, many signals of
protons overlap, and a detailed characterization of lipid species is not
possible. However, the 0.84–0.90 ppm and 1.25–1.30 ppm peaks
correspond to the resonance of the CH3 and CH2 groups, respectively, of
all lipids present in LDL and VLDL.

Table 1
Comparison of experimental design of T2 and T3 studies.
Window of exposure
Treatments
Generation analyzed
HFD start age (weeks)
HFD end age (weeks)
Euthanasia age (weeks)
Fasting length

1

3
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2.5. Data reduction and multivariate statistical analyses

variability not linked to the treatment (physiological, experimental or
instrumental variability). Filtered data were mean-centered or Paretoscaled. For all score plots, Hotelling’s T2 statistics were used to
construct 95% confidence ellipses. The R2Y parameter represents the
explained variance. Seven-fold cross validation was used to determine
the number of latent variables to include in the PLS-DA model and to
estimate the predictive ability (or predicted variance, Q2 parameter) of
the fitted model. PLS-DA models with Q2 value higher than 0.4 were
considered valid (McCombie et al., 2009). In addition, the robustness of
the PLS-DA models was assessed using a permutation test (number of
permutations = 200). In the permutation plot, a Q2 intercept < 0.05
indicates a robust model (Lapins et al., 2008). Discriminant variables
were determined using the VIP (Variable Importance in the Projection)
value, a global measure of the influence of each variable on the PLS
components. Variables with VIP > 0.8 were considered discriminant.
Finally, significance of relative integration difference between treatment
groups was tested based on the non-parametric Wilcoxon or KruskalWallis test (depending on the number of treatment groups). The
Benjamini-Hochberg (BH) procedure for the false discovery rate (FDR)
was applied to take into account multiple testing. NMR variables with
FDR-adjusted p-value < 0.05 were considered significantly different
(Benjamini et al., 2001). SIMCA-P software (V14, Umetrics AB, Umea,

All NMR spectra were manually phase- and baseline-corrected using
TOPSPIN (V3.5, Bruker Biospin, Germany), then data were reduced
using AMIX (version 3.9, Bruker, Analytik) to integrate 0.01 ppm wide
regions corresponding to the δ 8.5–0.5 and δ 9.5–0.5 ppm region,
respectively, for plasma samples and aqueous liver extracts. The δ
5.1–4.5 ppm region, which includes the water resonance, was excluded
for both matrices. The δ 3.68–3.63 and 1.20–1.16 and δ 3.0–2.5 ppm
regions, which include ethanol and DMSO resonances, respectively,
were excluded for plasma samples. The δ 5.6–5.4 ppm region, which
includes the residual dichloromethane resonance, was excluded for liver
extracts. A total of 685 and 821 NMR buckets were included in the
plasma and liver data matrices. To account for differences in sample
amount, each integrated region was normalized to the total spectral
area. Multivariate analyses were used to study the effect of the treatment
(Control/TBT) on the metabolome. Firstly, Principal Components
Analysis (PCA) was performed to reveal intrinsic clusters and detect
eventual outliers. Partial least squares–discriminant analysis (PLS-DA)
was then used to model the relationship between treatment-group and
NMR data. Prior PLS-DA modelling, Orthogonal Signal Correction (OSC)
(Wold et al., 1998) was applied to remove confounding variability, ie

Fig. 1. Obesogenic phenotype in male mice ances
trally exposed to TBT. Weekly body weight and
body composition in animals ancestrally exposed to
5 nM TBT (A, C) and 50 nM TBT (B, D) compared to
control group (DMSO). (E) Percentage of body fat
loss after ~16 h of fasting at 28 weeks of age. (F)
Plasma levels of leptin at 28 weeks of age. Statistical
significance was determined by two-way ANOVA
followed by Dunnett’s post-test in panels A–D. Sta
tistical significance was determined by KruskalWallis test followed by Dunn’s post-test in panels
E–F. Data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. *p < 0.05,
**p < 0.01, #p < 0.001. BW: Body Weight; SD:
Standard diet; HFD: Higher fat diet. Panels A–E:
Control n = 17, TBT5 n = 16, TBT50 n = 16; for
panel F: Control n = 12, TBT5 n = 16, TBT50 n =
11.

4
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Fig. 1A).
Ancestrally-exposed male F3 mice displayed a significantly higher fat
storage initiated soon after the beginning of the diet challenge, irre
spective of TBT dose at the expense of lean mass (Fig. 1C, D). The
increased body fat persisted through the end of the study, even after
returning to the standard diet. The effect was slightly more pronounced
in the TBT50 group. In addition, exposed animals were not able to
mobilize this fat as rapidly as control animals when fasting. After the
final overnight fasting at week 28, the percentage of fat loss was
significantly lower for TBT50 mice (Fig. 1E). Plasma analyses revealed
significantly increased leptin levels in male mice ancestrally exposed to
either concentration of TBT compared to control animals (Fig. 1F).
For F3 female mice we found no effect on total body weights before,
during or after the diet challenge at either TBT dose (Fig. 2A, B).
However, in females from the TBT5 group, a small, but significant
decrease in fat accumulation was observed between weeks 21 and 25,
immediately after the end of the diet challenge (Fig. 2C). This effect did
not remain significant at later stages of the study (weeks 26–28), nor was
it observed in female mice from the TBT50 group (Fig. 2D). In contrast to
males, no effect of ancestral TBT exposure on the capacity of female
mice to mobilize fat after the final overnight fasting at week 28 was
observed and plasma leptin levels were not altered (Fig. 2E, F).

Sweden) was used to perform the multivariate analyses and R (https://
www.r-project.org/) for univariate testing.
3. Results
3.1. Ancestral exposure to TBT leads to metabolic disruption
In the new T3 experiment (main experiment) detailed in this paper,
effects of ancestral TBT exposure throughout pregnancy on standard
parameters in the F3 generation, such as body weight and composition,
were confirmed to be much stronger in male than in female mice,
similarly to our previous findings (Chamorro-Garcia et al., 2013;
Chamorro-Garcia et al., 2017). Male F3 animals ancestrally exposed to
TBT accumulated significantly more fat after the diet was changed from
the SD to the HFD at 12 weeks of age. Compared to control animals, the
average total weight of F3 males ancestrally exposed to TBT became
significantly higher starting from week 19 (TBT50 group, Fig. 1B) and as
early as week 16 for the lowest dose (TBT5 group, Fig. 1A). While total
weight gain did not remain significantly higher in F3 animals from the
TBT50 group after their return to a standard diet at week 20, a signifi
cant increase in body weight was observed in the TBT5 group until week
21, and during the latest stages of the study (weeks 26 and onwards,

Fig. 2. Obesogenic phenotype in female mice
ancestrally exposed to TBT. Weekly body weight
and body composition in animals ancestrally
exposed to 5 nM TBT (A, C) and 50 nM TBT (B, D)
compared to control group (DMSO). (E) Percentage
of body fat loss after ~16 h of fasting at 28 weeks of
age. (F) Plasma levels of leptin at 28 weeks of age.
Statistical significance was determined by two-way
ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s post-test in panels
A–D. Statistical significance was determined by
Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn’s post-test in
panels E–F. Data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. *p
< 0.05, **p < 0.01. BW: Body Weight; SD: Standard
diet; HFD: Higher fat diet. Panels A–E: Control n =
14, TBT5 n = 10, TBT50 n = 10; Panel F: Control n
= 14, TBT5 n = 9, TBT50 n = 10.
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3.2. Plasma metabolomic profiles in F4 males and females (T2)

again to a single metabolite (lactate), which at that time-point was found
to be increased in ancestrally exposed animals. For females, no robust
model could be generated (Fig. 3D). However, only a limited number of
female plasma samples was available at 33 weeks (n = 5), which limited
the statistical power of the PLS-DA analysis and could explain this latter
result. A key inference from this experiment is that both males and fe
males in the TBT group differed from controls before the diet challenge,
indicating that the diet challenge itself was not the cause of the differ
ences we previously observed after the diet challenge (Chamorro-Garcia
et al., 2017).

We used remaining plasma samples from our previously published
transgenerational study (T2) in a pilot experiment to assess whether any
changes in metabolites could be identified in plasma isolated from F4
animals ancestrally exposed to 50 nM TBT or 0.1% DMSO (vehicle)
throughout pregnancy and lactation (Chamorro-Garcia et al., 2017). In
1
H NMR metabolomics analyses of plasma from 8-week old animals
(before the diet challenge), most statistical analyses generated PLS-DA
models with two latent components (Fig. 3), characterized by faithful
representations of the data (R2Y) backed by high cumulative predictive
capacity scores (Q2) (see Suppl. Tables 2–3).
At week 8, a strong discrimination of ancestrally exposed (versus
control) mice was observed. For females (Fig. 3B), the R2Y (percentage
of the inter-individual variance explained by the treatment) was 95.3%,
and the calculated Q2 score (cumulative predictive capacity) of 0.804
was indicative of a very robust model. Accordingly, the score plot of the
PLS-DA analysis showed a marked separation between control and TBT
groups; 21 variables had a VIP value >0.8 and were statistically different
by the Kruskal-Wallis test after Benjamini-Hochberg FDR correction.
These variables corresponded to 3 metabolites (2D-NMR spectra iden
tification), namely isoleucine and creatine, decreased in the plasma of
TBT50 8-week old F4 females, and glucose, which was increased
compared to control animals. A marked discrimination of control versus
ancestrally exposed mice was also observed in males (Fig. 3A), with
extremely high scores (R2Y = 99.1%; Q2 = 0.978); 6 variables had a VIP
value >0.8 and were significantly different (FDR corrected-p value of
the Wilcoxon test). These corresponded to a single metabolite, lactate,
decreased in animals ancestrally exposed to TBT.
At week 33 (after the diet challenge), multivariate analysis could
only discriminate F4 males ancestrally exposed to TBT from controls
(Fig. 3C), with 5 discriminant and significant variables, corresponding

3.3. Plasma and liver metabolomic profiles in F3 mice (T3)
The promising results and robust models generated by PLS-DA ana
lyses for the T2 pilot experiment prompted us to perform a more
extensive metabolomic analysis in a new and independent trans
generational study. In this study (T3), F0 dams were exposed only
during pregnancy, either to 5 or 50 nM TBT, and animals were analyzed
in the F3 generation (Table 1). Samples were used to seek discriminant
1
H NMR metabolomic fingerprints in F3 males and females before (8
weeks; plasma, Fig. 4) and after (28 weeks; plasma and liver, Fig. 5) the
diet challenge (further detailed in Suppl. Tables 2–3).
3.3.1. 1H NMR metabolomics reveal marked differences in both sexes
In males, PLS-DA analysis performed on the whole data set of 3
experimental groups (controls, TBT5, TBT50) generated, for plasma, a
model with 1 latent component characterized by a fair percentage of the
inter-individual variability explained (R2Y = 46.3%) and a fair cumu
lative predictive capacity (Q2 = 0.421) (Fig. 4A). The score plot of the
PLS-DA analysis showed a discrimination between TBT50 animals and a
cluster comprising both control TBT5 animals. Four metabolites
(glutamine, dimethylsulfone, pyruvate and 3-hydroxybutyrate) as well
Fig. 3. Two-dimensional PLS-DA scores plot
of T2 study plasma samples integrated 1H
NMR spectra at 8 (top) and 33 (bottom)
weeks of age. Left column: Male samples;
Right column: Female samples. Each dot
represents an observation (animal), pro
jected onto first (horizontal axis) and second
(vertical axis) PLS-DA components. Groups
are shown in different symbols and colors.
The black ellipse determines the 95% confi
dence interval, which is drawn using Hotel
ling’s T2 statistic. A. 8-weeks male samples
(Control: n = 14, TBT50: n = 15, 2 latent
components, R2Y = 95.3%, Q2 = 0.80). B. 8weeks female samples (Control: n = 12,
TBT50: n = 14, 2 latent components, R2Y =
99.1%, Q2 = 0.98). C. 33-weeks male sam
ples (Control: n = 10, TBT50: n = 12, no
robust model). D. 33-weeks female samples
(Control: n = 5, TBT50: n = 12, 2 latent
components, R2Y = 99.8%, Q2 = 0.99).
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Fig. 4. Two-dimensional PLS-DA scores plot
of T3 study plasma samples integrated 1H
NMR spectra at 8 weeks of age. Left column:
Male samples; Right column: Female samples.
Each dot represents an observation (animal),
projected onto first (horizontal axis) and sec
ond (vertical axis) PLS-DA components.
Groups are shown in different symbols and
colors. The black ellipse determines the 95%
confidence interval, which is drawn using
Hotelling’s T2 statistic. A. All male samples
(Control: n = 11, TBT5: n = 15, TBT50: n =
13, 1 latent component, R2Y = 46.3%, Q2 =
0.42). B. All female samples (Control: n = 13,
TBT5: n = 13, TBT50: n = 13, no valid model).
C. Control/TBT5 male samples (Control: n =
11, TBT5: n = 15, 2 latent components, R2Y =
90.6%, Q2 = 0.74). D. Control/TBT5 female
samples (Control: n = 12, TBT5: n = 13, 2
latent components, R2Y = 98.4%, Q2 = 0.84).
E. Control/TBT50 male samples (Control: n =
11, TBT50: n = 13, 2 latent components, R2Y
= 98.2%, Q2 = 0.90). F. Control/TBT50 fe
male samples (Control: n = 13, TBT50: n = 13,
2 latent components, R2Y = 95.9%, Q2 =
0.92).

as lipids (LDL and VLDL) were found to be responsible for the discrim
ination between the 2 clusters (as identified from 37 variables having a
VIP value > 0.8, and with a median statistically different with the
Kruskal–Wallis test; Fig. 6). Further pairwise PLS-DA analyses demon
strated strong discrimination between male mice ancestrally exposed
either to TBT5 (Fig. 4C) or TBT50 (Fig. 4F) and controls. Both models
were robust and valid, based on very high percentages of the variability
explained by the treatment (R2Y; 90.6 and 98.2, respectively) backed by
high Q2 scores (0.74 and 0.90, respectively). In addition to glutamine,
dimethylsulfone and 3-hydroxybutyrate (all confirmed to be decreased
in both TBT groups), the plasma metabolites responsible for discrimi
nating ancestral TBT effects in these pairwise comparisons, were lysine
and pyruvate (decreased only in TBT50 animals), lipids and glucose
(increased in the same group) and betaine, specifically decreased in
TBT5 mice only (Fig. 6). Although several diagnostic biomarkers were
similar for the two ancestral TBT doses, TBT effects appeared to be more
pronounced for the higher dose with additional metabolites being
modulated in TBT50 mice.
In females, although no valid model could be generated when
analyzing all groups together (Fig. 4B), pairwise comparisons

demonstrated a distinct discrimination between exposed and nonexposed animals. Transgenerational effects of both TBT5 (Fig. 4D;
R2Y: 98.4, Q2: 0.84) and TBT50 (Fig. 4F; R2Y: 95.9, Q2: 0.82), compared
with control animals, were demonstrated by robust and valid PLS-DA
models. Both were found to rely on changes in lipids (decreased) and
3-hydroxybutyrate levels, which was increased in TBT50 females (same
as in males) but decreased in TBT5 animals (Fig. 6). Lipids were
decreased in females for both ancestral TBT doses (conversely to males).
Leucine was also a discriminant metabolite, increased in TBT50 female
mice only.
3.3.2. Long lasting dose- and sex-dependent transgenerational effects
At 28 weeks of age, 8 weeks after the end of HFD and return to SD,
animals were euthanatized following overnight fasting. Plasma and liver
samples were analyzed using 1H NMR metabolomics. Score plots of the 4
PLS-DA analyses using the entire data sets demonstrated a marked
discrimination between ancestrally exposed and non-exposed animals
for plasma and liver samples in both males and females, all with robust
and valid models (Fig. 5). However, the metabolites responsible for the
discrimination between groups were mostly different in males and
7
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Fig. 5. Two-dimensional PLS-DA scores plot
of T3 study plasma samples (top) and liver
extracts (bottom) integrated 1H NMR spectra
at 28 weeks of age. Left column: Male sam
ples; Right column: Female samples. Each
dot represents an observation (animal), pro
jected onto first (horizontal axis) and second
(vertical axis) PLS-DA components. Groups
are shown in different symbols and colors.
The black ellipse determines the 95% confi
dence interval, which is drawn using Hotel
ling’s T2 statistic. A. Male plasma samples
(Control: n = 14, TBT5: n = 14, TBT50: n =
13, 4 latent components, R2Y = 95.5%, Q2 =
0.86). B. Female plasma samples (Control: n
= 14, TBT5: n = 7, TBT50: n = 9, 2 latent
components, R2Y = 70.5%, Q2 = 0.52). C.
Male liver extracts (Control: n = 17, TBT5: n
= 16, TBT50: n = 16, 1 latent component,
R2 = 48.9%, Q2 = 0.49). D. Female liver
extracts (Control: n = 13, TBT5: n = 8,
TBT50: n = 11, 4 latent components, R2 =
98.0%, Q2 = 0.95).

females. For each sex, the list of discriminating metabolites (Fig. 6) was
also generally more extensive for the TBT50 than the TBT5 group,
although several discriminating metabolites were common to both
doses.
For plasma samples, most of the inter-group variability was
explained by ancestral exposure to TBT (males: Fig. 5A, R2Y = 95.5%
and Q2 = 0.86, 4 latent components; females: Fig. 5B, R2Y = 70.5% and
Q2 = 0.52, 2 latent components). Both male and female TBT5/TBT50
animals were successfully separated from controls along the first (hor
izontal) axis. Animals ancestrally exposed to TBT5 versus TBT50 were
further discriminated along the second (vertical) axis. Increased ketone
bodies were among plasma metabolites contributing to the discrimina
tion between groups (Fig. 6). For TBT50 versus controls, this was the
case for acetate (males), 3-hydroxybutyrate (females) and acetoacetate
(both). Acetone was increased in TBT5 animals compared to controls for
both males and females. In parallel, glucose was a discriminant variable,
decreased in males and females ancestrally exposed to the TBT50 dose,
compared to controls.
Several amino acids were also identified as discriminant parameters
in plasma metabolic profiles. Similar trends were observed for males and
females, with glycine and lysine levels being increased in both TBT50
groups. However, differential response in plasma was observed for
glutamine, which was decreased in males but increased in females.
Notably, branched-chain amino acids (BCAA) were discriminant me
tabolites of TBT ancestral exposure: leucine and valine in TBT50 males,
and isoleucine in TBT5 females, all 3 were increased in plasma samples.
A marked sexually dimorphic response was also evidenced in lipids
from plasma samples: they were increased in males and decreased in
females ancestrally exposed to TBT (both doses) compared to controls.

Finally, endogenous metabolite variations in plasma included lactate,
which was decreased only in males (both ancestral TBT doses). In the T2
pilot study (based on a limited number of samples) lactate had already
been identified as a key biomarker metabolite in males, for which it was
similarly decreased at 8 weeks in F4 generation mice, but increased after
the diet challenge.
PLS-DA analyses carried out on liver samples from T3 animals and
based on whole datasets (controls, TBT5, TBT50) confirmed strong and
lasting effects of ancestral TBT exposure. Two-dimensional score plot in
males (Fig. 5C) showed a marked separation between controls and F3
mice ancestrally exposed to TBT, with a valid and robust model (R2Y =
48.9%, Q2 = 0.479). For females (Fig. 5D), all 3 experimental groups
were readily discriminated along axis 1, with a valid and robust model
(R2Y = 98.0%, Q2 = 0.94).
Liver metabolites contributing to the discrimination between groups
are summarized in Fig. 6. Hepatic glucose was increased in all ances
trally exposed mice except in TBT5 females, where it was decreased.
Interestingly, TBT5 females were the only group for which we observed
a decrease in body fat percentage (Fig. 2C), and for which changes in
other discriminant metabolites in liver (glucose, glycerol, glycine,
lysine, taurine and choline) were systematically opposite to all other
groups (Fig. 6). Except for glucose, the profiles of altered metabolites
were very different for males and females. For females, these profiles
were also very different according to the ancestral exposure dose,
whereas for males many metabolites that were modulated in the TBT5
group were also found to be modulated in the TBT50 group (Fig. 6).
Choline was a discriminant metabolite of ancestral TBT exposure and
was significantly decreased for both TBT5 and TBT50 males compared to
controls. In the same groups, creatine and glutathione were decreased as
8
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Fig. 6. Discriminant metabolites identified in
plasma and liver extract samples from the pairwise
comparison of PLS-DA models (after OSC filtration)
for control vs TBT (5 or 50 nM) exposed groups, for
male and female mice, at 8 weeks and 28 weeks,
respectively. Metabolites with a VIP value > 0.8 and
with significant difference between exposed and
control groups (FDR corrected p-value < 0.05 based
on the Wilcoxon test) were considered as discrimi
nant and are displayed. Blue dots indicate a
decrease in metabolite level in TBT exposed groups
(TBT 5 or 50 nM) compared to control animals, red
dots indicate an increase in metabolite level in TBT
exposed groups compared to control animals.

well. A similar decrease of glutathione was observed for females, but
solely for the TBT50 group. Glycerol and lactate were additional
discriminant metabolites, but only in TBT50 males (Fig. 6).
All BCAA were found to be discriminant metabolites in the livers of
males ancestrally exposed to TBT: leucine, isoleucine and valine were
decreased in TBT5 as well as TBT50 males. In addition, lysine and
taurine were both decreased in these groups (Fig. 6). Glutamine
(decreased) and serine (increased) were also discriminants metabolites,
but only in TBT50 males. Conversely, phenylalanine and tyrosine were
found to be decreased after ancestral exposure only in TBT50 females.

Further specific changes were observed in the liver metabolome of
TBT50 females. First, nicotinamide, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
(NAD) and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADP) were
discriminant metabolites, decreased in TBT50 female livers, suggesting
a major metabolic dysregulation. Second, both uridine diphosphate
glucose (UDPG) as well as its precursor uridine were decreased in these
TBT50 females (compared to controls or to TBT5 females). Notably,
glutathione was also a discriminant metabolite of ancestral TBT expo
sure in TBT50 females as well as TBT50 and TBT5 males (Fig. 6).
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4. Discussion

composition were altered at both ancestral TBT doses. This effect was
revealed or exacerbated by the HFD challenge. Total body weights of
male F3 mice whose F0 dams were exposed to TBT increased more
rapidly during the HFD challenge period compared to vehicle exposed
F0 dams. Weight differences became significant over the last 3 weeks of
the diet challenge in males ancestrally exposed to 50 nM TBT, and 3
weeks earlier in animals ancestrally exposed to 5 nM TBT. Longitudinal
analysis of body composition further highlighted the metabolic disrup
tion triggered by ancestral TBT exposure. At both TBT doses, MRI
analysis of F3 males demonstrated a marked difference in fat accumu
lation, beginning during the HFD challenge and lasting until the end of
the experiment (28 weeks).
These results are consistent with our published T2 work in F4 mice
ancestrally exposed to TBT during gestation and lactation. There, it was
demonstrated that males gained substantial body fat upon HFD chal
lenge, did not readily mobilize this fat during fasting and exhibited
elevated serum leptin levels and elevated expression of leptin mRNA in
WAT (Chamorro-Garcia et al., 2017). These data were interpreted as
indicating that these animals exhibited a leptin-resistant, “thrifty
phenotype” (Chamorro-Garcia et al., 2017). In the new T3 experiment,
similar effects on body fat, fat mobilization and elevated serum leptin
levels were confirmed in F3 males but not females. F3 females appeared
to be much less sensitive to ancestral TBT exposure, based on body
weight curves (irrespective of dose) or even on MRI results (50 nM TBT:
no effect). However, in females whose F0 dams were exposed to the
lowest TBT dose (5 nM) a significant reduction of body fat percentage
was observed, especially during the 5 weeks following the diet chal
lenge, markedly contrasting with the effects observed in males. This
confirmed our previous results about male-specific transgenerational
effects of TBT with regards to body weight and fat content, this time in
F3 mice ancestrally exposed solely in utero, and at two different,
environmentally-relevant TBT doses: 50 nM and 5 nM.
1
H NMR metabolomics experiments and subsequent PLS-DA
modeling on T3 samples unequivocally demonstrated significant ef
fects of ancestral TBT exposure on both plasma and liver metabolomes.
This was true by the end of the study (28 weeks) for male as well as
female mice, but marked metabolic disorders were already found to exist
prior to the diet challenge (8 weeks) despite the absence of overt dif
ferences in body weight and composition. Although earlier time-points
were not examined, it cannot be ruled out that 1H NMR metabolomics
might have unveiled the effects of ancestral exposure to TBT before 8
weeks of age. A similar approach applied to neonate mice prenatally
exposed to BPA previously demonstrated such a possibility at post-natal
days 2 (whole body) and 21 (tissues, although only F1 animals were
examined (Cabaton et al., 2013). Transgenerational effects of TBT on the
metabolome were demonstrated both in males and females, but the
analysis of discriminant metabolites revealed that the effects were
distinct in males and in females. Obesogenic effects consistent with body
parameter results were observed in males. Although, these effects were
not seen in females, ancestral TBT exposure was demonstrated to drive
lasting disruptive effects on other metabolic functions.
The observation that male mice ancestrally exposed to TBT accu
mulated more fat (revealed by MRI) at both ancestral TBT doses was
reflected by NMR metabolomics on plasma samples, with global lipids
(LDL, VLDL) largely contributing to the discrimination between ances
trally exposed animals and controls at 28 weeks. Although MRI results
were not conclusive at 8 weeks, 1H NMR metabolomics discriminated
male mice from controls at both doses, with lipids being among the main
discriminant plasma variables between exposed and control male mice,
for the highest ancestral dose.
Following overnight fasting at 28 weeks, glucose was found to be
among the main metabolomic variables contributing to the discrimina
tion between controls and ancestrally exposed animals. Glucose was
decreased in plasma but increased in liver for the highest ancestral TBT
dose groups (males and females). Glucose was also increased in liver for
the lowest TBT dose (males only). Two additional variables and

Obesity and related diseases have become an important health and
economic burden worldwide (Hales et al., 2017). Studies performed in
animal models showed that exposures to environmental factors such as
obesogens during critical windows of development contributed to
increased fat storage not only in the directly exposed F1 and F2
offspring, but also in the F3-F4 generations that were not directly
exposed to the environmental agent (reviewed in Heindel and Blumberg,
2019). Identifying biomarkers of ancestral exposure would allow one to
ascertain which individuals might be predisposed to suffering the effects
of such exposure even before phenotypic effects could be observed.
Pioneering in vivo 1H NMR-metabolomics studies carried out with the
model xenoestrogen bisphenol A (BPA) revealed that perinatal exposure
led to lasting alterations in blood and tissue metabolomes in F1 rodents
exposed during gestation through weaning (Cabaton et al., 2013;
Tremblay-Franco et al., 2015). However, these studies were carried out
in the F1 generation only, whereas several EDCs were shown to drive
lasting changes, including metabolic changes, through multiple gener
ations (reviewed in Heindel and Blumberg, 2019; Lee and Blumberg,
2019). NMR spectroscopy is among the main techniques used in
metabolomic studies. It is nondestructive, easily quantifiable, highly
automatable and exceptionally reproducible, making NMR-based
metabolomics a robust approach to highlight metabolic disturbances.
NMR is particularly amenable to detecting compounds that LC-MS
cannot detect, such as sugars, organic acids, alcohols, polyols, and
other highly polar compounds (Emwas et al., 2019). TBT, an environ
mental pollutant, RXR and PPARγ activator was demonstrated to drive
lasting transgenerational metabolic effects in mice up to the 4th gen
eration after F0 exposure (Chamorro-Garcia et al., 2017; Diaz-Castillo
et al., 2019). Here we performed a 1H NMR-metabolomic exploration
of TBT effects based on two independent transgenerational experiments.
The main study (T3) focused on plasma and hepatic liver metabolomes
of F3 generation mice whose F0 ancestors were exposed to 5 or 50 nM
TBT throughout pregnancy. This study was preceded by a pilot experi
ment (T2) based on a limited number of plasma samples from F4 gen
eration animals whose F0 ancestors were exposed to 50 nM TBT
throughout pregnancy and lactation, still available from our published
work (Chamorro-Garcia et al., 2017; Diaz-Castillo et al., 2019).
Remaining T2 plasma samples were analyzed by 1H NMR, to assess
the feasibility of using metabolomic analysis to determine whether the
metabolome of F4 animals was impacted by ancestral TBT exposure.
PLS-DA analyses of NMR integrated spectra demonstrated a strong
discrimination of ancestrally-exposed F4 animals versus controls at 8
weeks (before HFD challenge), with valid and robust models charac
terized by high R2Y (percentage of variability explained by the expo
sure) and Q2 scores (predictive capability of the model), both for males
and females. At 33 weeks (after HFD challenge), a valid and robust
discrimination was demonstrated again for males ancestrally exposed to
TBT, but not for females (no valid model, possibly due to the limited
number of available plasma samples for this group). These new metab
olomic results are consistent with our published in vivo data for the same
animals where only males exhibited increased white adipose tissue
(WAT) weight after HFD challenge (Chamorro-Garcia et al., 2017).
Although limited by the sample size, this pilot 1H NMR experiment
demonstrated that metabolomics could be used to investigate trans
generational effects of TBT exposure. 1H NMR revealed a marked dif
ference between ancestrally TBT exposed mice and controls prior to HFD
exposure, demonstrating that despite the lack of measurable changes in
body weight and composition at that stage (Chamorro-Garcia et al.,
2017), early metabolic modulation had already taken place in these
animals. Some of the observed metabolic changes preceded the HFD
challenge.
The T3 study confirmed that ancestral TBT exposure during F0
pregnancy led to marked transgenerational effects on the phenotype and
physiology of F3 male descendants. Total weight gain and body
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potential substrates of gluconeogenesis (lactate and glycerol) were also
discriminants for effects of the highest TBT dose. Both were increased in
male mice livers. Thus, in males ancestrally exposed to TBT, metab
olomic analyses suggested a deep impairment of carbohydrate
metabolism.
The production of glucose from glycogen was likely significantly
impaired in F3 mice, because of the marked reduction of their lean mass
(including muscles) revealed by MRI. Effects of ancestral TBT exposure
on body composition were more pronounced for the highest dose. This
may explain why plasma glucose was a discriminant metabolite
(decreased) for the highest dose exposure group only. Therefore, the
capability of ancestrally TBT50 exposed males to increase their glucose
production through the use of glycogen (lean mass loss) or from fatty
acids (impaired lipid mobilization) may have been insufficient. Alter
native gluconeogenesis pathways involving glucogenic amino acids
were mobilized, as illustrated by glutamine and glycine, perhaps as an
attempt to regulate this status. Both of these were discriminant variables
decreased in the livers of male mice ancestrally exposed to TBT50.
Isoleucine was increased at both TBT doses. In females, distinct gluco
genic amino acids (tyrosine and phenylalanine) were decreased in the
livers of TBT50 animals only.
Metabolomic analysis demonstrated that other energy production
pathways were activated in ancestrally exposed mice. At 28 weeks,
several variables responsible for the marked intergroup discriminations
observed in plasma were identified as ketone bodies. This was true for all
ancestrally exposed animals, although qualitative differences were
observed according to the dose and gender. Acetone was a discriminant
metabolite of the TBT5 groups in both sexes. For ketone bodies, acetate
was male specific, 3-hydroxy-butyrate was female specific, and acetoacetate was a discriminant metabolite for both sexes at the TBT50
dose; all were increased. Under fasting conditions, physiological ketosis
is a normal response to low glucose availability, with ketones providing
alternative energy resources. But the differential response of control
versus ancestrally TBT-exposed animals indicated that homeostasis of
energy metabolism was deeply disrupted in the TBT groups.
The transgenerational obesogenic effects of TBT in F3 mice were
again demonstrated to be male specific. Despite that females did not
gain fat or show elevated leptin levels, metabolomics unequivocally
demonstrated major transgenerational effects of TBT in F3 females as
well. Changes in metabolic pathways linked with energy production and
use (ketosis) occurred, although body weight and composition in TBT50
F3 females were not different from controls. In females ancestrally
exposed to TBT5, slight fat loss was observed. Metabolomic results were
mostly distinct from those observed in males, possibly because these
non-obese females had lower fat reserves than males. Glucose produc
tion heavily relies on the use of fatty acids; therefore, lower fat reserves
can result in severe metabolic problems. This is supported by plasma
discriminant metabolites; lipids were significantly decreased in females
at 8 weeks (both doses) and at 28 weeks (TBT50 only). Liver metab
olomics revealed a major dysregulation of general metabolism (nico
tinamide, NAD, NADP) as well as more specific pathways (uridine,
UDPG) all being discriminant metabolites decreased only in females.
This suggests that TBT has broad transgenerational effects as a metabolic
disruptor. The decrease of both UDPG and its precursor uridine hint at
disorders in energy metabolism (UDPG is a glycogen precursor) and at
specific disorders linked with phase II conjugation reactions, since
UDPG is also the precursor of uridine diphosphate glucuronic acid
(UDPGA), which is involved in the glucuronic acid conjugation of both
endogenous and exogenous molecules. Glutathione was also a discrim
inant metabolite of ancestral TBT exposure, decreased in TBT50 females
and in both TBT5 and TBT50 male F3 livers. Glutathione is a molecule of
paramount importance as an antioxidant and also plays a major role in
phase II reactions where it reacts with electrophilic compounds and/or
their activated metabolites. In summary, metabolomics demonstrated a
major dysregulation of metabolic pathways, including metabolites
directly related to the activity of phase II metabolizing enzymes involved

in the detoxification of xenobiotics and in physiological processes
(including the sensitive conjugation/deconjugation balance of natural
hormones, relying on UDPGTs). Although females were not impacted by
the obesogenic effects of TBT, they could be more broadly affected than
males as regards their biotransformation capacities and could be more
sensitive to a concomitant exposure to other EDCs due to lower UDPGTrelated xenobiotics clearance. Both ancestrally exposed females (TBT50)
and males (TBT5 and TBT50) could also be more sensitive to reactive
xenobiotics due to glutathione depletion.
Additional metabolites that discriminated transgenerational effects
of TBT, particularly in male mice, deserve special attention. Plasma
metabolomics demonstrated that two BCAA (valine, leucine) were
discriminant variables increased in TBT50 males. In parallel, leucine,
isoleucine and valine (males, both doses) were discriminant variables
decreased in the liver. Current human metabolomics research suggests
that BCAAs are valuable diagnostic and prognostic plasma biomarkers of
cardiometabolic diseases, including obesity and metabolic syndrome,
although the mechanisms underlying the relationship of plasma BCAA to
disease processes require further clarification (Siomkajlo and Dar
oszewski, 2019).
Liver metabolomics also demonstrated a specific decrease of choline
in males, at both ancestral TBT doses. Liver is a central organ in the
metabolism of this essential nutrient and major precursor of phospho
lipids and neurotransmitters. Severe choline deficiency can cause mus
cle damage and was reported to play a role in the onset and progression
of NAFLD. We note that the lean mass of ancestrally TBT-treated F3
males (including muscles) was significantly decreased and that we
previously reported NAFLD in F1-F3 generations of ancestrally TBT
treated animals in both sexes (Chamorro-Garcia et al., 2013). In humans,
metabolomic biomarkers related to choline status could help predict
individuals at risk of NAFLD (Corbin and Zeisel, 2012). In ancestrally
exposed male mice, choline deficiency combined with the obesogenic
effects of TBT may enhance NAFLD susceptibility. Choline availability
depends on food intake and on its de novo synthesis via the phosphati
dylethanolamine N-methyl-transferase (PEMT) pathway (Wortmann
and Mayr, 2019). Several possible reasons may explain decreased
choline in male livers. Insufficient supply from diet is likely ruled out
because no similar decreases were observed in females or in controls,
and major inter-individual genetic differences in the PEMT pathway are
unlikely in C57BL/6J mice. However, the PEMT gene is known to be
estrogen-inducible in humans (Zeisel, 2006) as well as mice (Noga and
Vance, 2003), which could have contributed to the gender specific ef
fects we observed. Another possibility is that since many bacteria of the
gut microbiome actively use choline (Sherriff et al., 2016), its
bioavailability might be impaired in ancestrally exposed males despite
adequate dietary supply. This could indicate transgenerational effects of
TBT on the composition of the gut microbiome, which has not yet been
examined. Since choline is a precursor of S-adenosyl methionine (SAM),
which is essential for methylation reactions, the modulation of hepatic
choline status could impact gene expression and epigenetic regulation.
This is consistent with recent results for ancestrally TBT-exposed mice
(T2 experiment), in which males were demonstrated to be predisposed
to obesity due to altered chromatin organization that biased DNA
methylation and gene expression (Chamorro-Garcia et al., 2017; DiazCastillo et al., 2019).
In conclusion, our new results confirm the transgenerational malespecific obesogenic effects of TBT, previously observed in F4 animals
ancestrally exposed during gestation and lactation (Chamorro-Garcia
et al., 2017; Diaz-Castillo et al., 2019). Here, a similar response of F3
males was observed even at a ten-fold lower TBT dose, and despite that
ancestral exposure only occurred during gestation. This study represents
the first application of metabolomics to the transgenerational effects of
EDC exposure, based on plasma and liver sampling. A major and
somewhat dose-dependent impact of ancestral TBT exposure on meta
bolism was demonstrated in F3 male mice. The results provided solid
clues about potential targets and mechanisms for future analysis. These
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data support the need for further investigation using a multi-omics
strategy (including specific lipidomics), with subsequent bioinformat
ics modeling, to characterize the underlying metabolic pathways
modulated by TBT and to determine its precise mode of action. This
study also unequivocally demonstrated major transgenerational effects
of TBT in female mice. These involved changes in homeostasis of energy
metabolism as well as a deep impairment of biotransformation capacity,
which may affect the ability of these animals to detoxify xenobiotics and
to sustain a normal endogenous metabolism, including the preservation
of their hormonal balance.
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